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We show that any weakly closed algebra of bounded operators acting on a
Banach space and different from the algebra of all bounded operators admits
positive vector-functionals continuous in the essential operator norm. Q 2000
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INTRODUCTION
The fundamental Burnside theorem for finite-dimensional representa-
tions says that an algebra of linear operators on a finite-dimensional space
Ž .F without invariant subspace must be the algebra L F of all linear
operators on the space. In other words, if an algebra R is strictly contained
Ž .in L F then there exist x g F and y g F* such that for every A g R,
Ž .Ax, y s 0.
w xIn 5 this result was extended to general Banach spaces in the following
Ž .way. In Theorem 1 below, let B be a Banach space, let L B be the
Ž .bounded linear operators on B, and let K B be the compact operators on
A AB. Let A denote the essential norm of A, i.e., the distance from A to
Ž .the space of compact operators. We recall that a functional f g L B * is
said to be a ¤ector-functional if there are vectors x g B** and y g B* such
Ž . Ž . Ž .that f A s x, A*y for every A g L B . We will also need the following
notion, which we think is of independent interest, and which generalizes a
similar notion in C* algebras: A functional f defined on a general Banach
Ž . 5 5algebra with unit I is said to be positi¤e if c I s c . A weakly closed
algebra is an algebra closed in the weak operator topology.
w x Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1 5 . Let R be a weakly closed subalgebra of L B , R / L B .
Then there exist two nonzero ¤ectors x g B** and y g B* s.t. for e¤ery A g R
A Ax , A*y F A . 1Ž . Ž .
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w xIn 5 it was also proved that in a Hilbert space, Theorem 1 has the
following equivalent formulation.
THEOREM 2. Let B be a Hilbert space and let R be as in Theorem 1. Then
Ž . Ž .there exist two nonzero ¤ectors x and y and two bounded nets x and y ina aw w
B s.t. x “ 0, y “ 0 and for e¤ery A g Ra a
Ax , y s lim Ax , y . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .a a
a
w xBrown 1 independently proved Theorem 1 for the case of a commuta-
tive algebra of operators acting on a Hilbert space. He also made the
important observation that if the vector y is tangent to the orbit of the
Ž .vector x at the point x then the functional x, A*y is positive on R.
w x w xCombining ideas from 1, 5 , Lindstrom and Schluchtermann 4 found a
w xshort proof of Theorem 1. In 6 Simonic developed elegant techniques to
Ž .find the inequality 10 , below, which strengthens Theorem 1 in the case of
a Hilbert space.
In Theorem 3 below we prove the existence of positive vector-func-
tionals for a general operator algebra R which are continuous in the
essential norm. As a corollary we also obtain Simonic’s inequality.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3. Let R be a weakly closed subalgebra of L B , R / L B .
Ž .Then there exist two nonzero ¤ectors x g B** and y g B* s.t. x, y G 0 and
for e¤ery A g R
A Ax , A*y F x , y A . 3Ž . Ž . Ž .
The difference between Theorems 1 and 3 is in the additional factor
Ž . Ž . Ž .x, y . To understand better its meaning let us put w A s x, A*y for
5 5 A Aany A g R. Let w and w be norms of the functional w on the
algebra R with respect to the regular operator norm and essential norm,
A A 5 5 Ž . Ž . 5 5 A Arespectively. Since A F A we have x, y s w I s w s w .
So w is a positive functional on the algebra R and is also a positive
Ž . Ž .functional on the image of R in the quotient space L B rK B .
Ž .Proof. For a given subset S ; L B and a vector x g B put Sx s
D Ax and S9 s D A*. Let x and y be as in Theorem 1. PutAg S Ag S
 A A 4U s A g R : A F 1 and let V be the closure of the set U9y in the
weak* topology of the space B*. Then the set V is convex and weak*
Ž .closed. Moreover V is a proper subset of B* since by 1 the functional x
is bounded on V. From compactness of the unit ball of B* in the weak*
topology it follows that each point in the space B* has a nearest point in
w xV. So by 2, Corollary 5.9.12 there exists a point ¤ g V and a nonzero
element t g B** such that
Re t , ¤ G sup Re t , w . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
wgV
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Since the set V is invariant under multiplication by a complex number z
< < Ž . Ž .with z F 1 we have t, ¤ G 0 and 4 can be changed to
t , ¤ G sup t , w . 5Ž . Ž . Ž .
wgV
Ž .Since the set V is invariant for any operator A g U9 it follows from 5
that for any nonzero A g R
A*
t , ¤ G t , ¤Ž . ž /A AA*
A A A A <Ž . < A AŽ .and since A* F A one has t, A*¤ F A t, ¤ which finishes
the proof of Theorem 3.
Ž . Ž .If t, ¤ s 0 then 3 obviously implies that the vector ¤ belongs to a
Ž .proper invariant subspace of the algebra R9. If t, ¤ / 0 then changing
Ž .y1 Ž . <Ž . <the vector t to the vector r s t, ¤ t we have r, ¤ s 1 and r, A*¤ F
A AA . So we also obtain a slight modification of Theorem 3.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4. Let R be a weakly closed subalgebra of L B , R / L B ,
such that the algebra R9 of dual operators has no in¤ariant subspaces. Then
Ž .there exist two nonzero ¤ectors x g B** and y g B* such that x, y s 1 and
for e¤ery A g R
A Ax , A*y F A .Ž .
If the Banach space is reflexive then in the statement above we can
suppose that the algebra R has no invariant subspaces.
For a Hilbert space Theorem 3 has the following equivalent formulation.
THEOREM 5. Let B be a Hilbert space and let R be as in Theorem 1. Then
Ž .there exist two nonzero ¤ectors x and y and a net x in B such thata
w
5 5x “ 0, x s 1 6Ž .a a
Ž .for all a , x, y G 0 and such that for e¤ery A g R
Ax , y s x , y lim Ax , x . 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a a
a
Proof of the equi¤alence of Theorem 3 and Theorem 5. Let w be aˆ
Ž .Hahn]Banach extension of the functional w onto the space L B satisfy-
ing the inequality
A Aw A F x , y A 8Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ
Ž .for any operator A g L B . Since
5 5x , y s w I s w 9Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ
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Ž .the functional w is a positive functional on the C* algebra L B . Theˆ
Ž .inequality 8 implies that w annihilates the ideal of compact operatorsˆ
Ž . w x Ž .K B . Then by Glimm’s theorem 3 there exists a net x in B such thataw
5 5 Ž .x “ 0, x s 1 for all a , and for every A g L Ba a
w A s x , y lim Ax , x .Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ a a
a
This means that for any A g R we have
Ax , y s x , y lim Ax , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .a a
a
so Theorem 3 implies Theorem 5.
Ž . <Ž . < A AFrom 6 we have lim Ax , x F A and the opposite implicationa aa
follows trivially.
Ž w x.COROLLARY Simonic 6 . Let R be as in Theorem 1. Let B be a Hilbert
Ž .space. Then there exist two nonzero ¤ectors x and y such that x, y G 0 and
such that for e¤ery A g R
A ARe Ax , y F x , y Re A . 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Proof. Since the functional w is a positive functional on L B we haveˆ
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .Re w A s w Re A for any A g R. Applying 8 we haveˆ ˆ
Re Ax , y s Re w A s Re w AŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆ
A As w Re A F x , y Re A .Ž . Ž . Ž .Žˆ
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